Comparison of a novel ‘modified full length standing hip knee ankle anteroposterior radiograph’ with the standard hindfoot alignment view radiograph for assessment of hindfoot alignment
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Background: The importance of accurate measurement of hindfoot alignment in foot and ankle pathologies is already well established. Recent evidence suggests that hindfoot alignment may also be crucial beyond foot and ankle pathologies [e.g., in total knee replacements (TKRs) and osteotomies around the knee]. Mechanical limb alignment assessment for knee surgery is usually done by a full-length standing hip-knee-ankle anteroposterior radiograph. Hindfoot, on the other hand, is currently assessed separately using specialized views (e.g., hindfoot alignment view, long axial view etc.). We hypothesized that a modified hip-knee-ankle radiograph with small adjustments will allow us to incorporate the hindfoot on the same radiograph, thus negating the need for any additional special radiographic views of the hind foot and allowing concomitantly hip-knee-ankle assessment and measurements. The aim of our study was to measure the accuracy and precision of Hindfoot alignment using our Modified Hip-Knee-Ankle radiograph in comparison to the standard hindfoot alignment view radiograph (HAV).

Methods: Following Institutional Ethics Committee permission, 48 consecutive eligible patients were analysed in this prospective comparative observational study after obtaining written informed consent. Patients with multiple joint arthritis and those with significant limb length discrepancy, requiring shoe-raise were excluded from the study. A modified hip-knee-ankle radiograph was obtained in all patients with an Airlift Platform to allow hindfoot to be included in the radiograph. These were then compared with a standard HAV. Two observers (orthopedic surgeons) independently analysed the radiographs and calculated tibiocalcaneal angles. For inter-observer variation, intraclass correlation coefficient was calculated. The two methods of measurement were analysed with Bland-Altman plot, Scatter plot, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test and Spearman’s Rho Correlation Coefficient.

Results: The tibiocalcaneal angle measured in 48 study patients with the new modified hip-knee-ankle radiographs (mean 9.29 degrees, standard deviation 4.26 degrees) was found to be similar to those obtained from the standard HAV (mean 8.99 degrees, standard deviation 4.16 degrees) (P=0.207, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test). The Scatter Plot of data showed a linear distribution, with Spearman Correlation Coefficient of 0.892. Bland Altman Plot showed the differences in the measurements residing within the reasonable clinical agreement of 3 degrees. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient was 0.94 for hip-knee-ankle radiographs and 0.87 for Hindfoot Alignment View, suggesting excellent inter-observer agreement.

Conclusions: The new modified hip-knee-ankle radiograph is a reasonable alternative to the hindfoot alignment view for assessment of tibio-calcaneal angle and hindfoot alignment. This allows us to measure hindfoot alignment without needing additional radiographs in patients who need concomitant assessment of lower limb (hip, knee, ankle) alignment. As the entire femur and tibia is accessible in the same radiograph, there is no limitation in pre-operative planning for lower limb arthroplasty/alignment procedures, and a
Introduction

Hindfoot alignment plays an important role in many foot and ankle pathologies (1). Hindfoot malalignment is a recognized cause of persisting foot and ankle disabilities that may result in degenerative joint diseases (2). Moreover, for surgical correction of malalignment, reliable preoperative determination of hindfoot alignment is crucial (3). Recent evidence suggests that hindfoot malalignment could be critical in knee arthroplasties as well (4). Planovalgus foot has been associated with failure of cruciate retaining total knee replacements (TKRs) (5). In addition, hindfoot valgus and varus alignments may behave differently after TKR; with studies by Hara et al. (6), and Takenaka et al. (7), demonstrating that correction of femorotibial alignment after TKR is associated with improvement in hindfoot alignment in patients who have pre-existing hindfoot valgus but not in patients who have pre-existing hindfoot varus. Cho et al. (8) have showed greater hindfoot valgus deformity to be associated with increased pre-operative varus mechanical alignment in patients undergoing TKR. They have also noticed that this hindfoot alignment improves after TKR, possibly due to restoration of normal mechanical axis of the lower limb (8). Finally, it is evident that hindfoot alignment also changes after high or low tibial osteotomies performed for preventing progression of knee or ankle arthritis (9,10). Hence it would suffice to say that, in addition to the relevance for foot and ankle surgeons, hindfoot alignment assessment is likely to become more significant even for lower limb surgeons operating proximal locations as well.

When planning a TKR or osteotomies around the knee conventional method to determine mechanical alignment angles is by obtaining a standing full-length hip-knee-ankle anteroposterior radiograph (abbreviated as ‘HKA radiograph’ from here onwards in this manuscript) (11). The mechanical axis is a line drawn from the center of femoral head to center of ankle joint. However, it can be argued that the weight (mechanical load) of the body is transmitted from the pelvis to the ground, and thus passes through the hindfoot as well. Actually, it makes sense to include the hindfoot alignment in planning a knee replacement and other procedures where mechanical axis is relevant. Hindfoot alignment has an influence on the overall limb alignment after a knee replacement (4) and may also have a bearing on the success or longevity of a knee replacement (5).

For assessing hindfoot alignment in isolation, there are many standardized hindfoot alignment radiographic views reported in literature (e.g., hindfoot alignment view, long axial view etc.) (12-14). However, it is not possible to capture the entire lower limb skeletal anatomy in these radiographic views. We decided to explore ways to modify the standard HKA radiograph and check if we were able to assess hindfoot alignment from the modified HKA radiograph. If such a radiographic view could be established, we would be able to see the entire lower limb mechanical alignment in a single radiograph including the hindfoot alignment, thus reducing the need for additional radiation related to specific hindfoot radiographic views.

Towards this goal, we designed a novel radiographic modification to the standard HKA radiograph that allows assessment of the hindfoot alignment in the same radiograph used for routine pre-operative planning in patients with knee osteoarthritis.

The aim of our study was to measure the accuracy and precision of hindfoot alignment using our modified HKA radiograph in comparison to the standard hindfoot alignment view radiograph (HAV).

Methods

After obtaining ethics committee approval, 48 consecutive eligible patients awaiting TKR at Golden Jubilee National Hospital (GJNH) were selected for this prospective study.
Following selection criteria were used:

Patient inclusion criteria—(I) patients having predominant knee osteoarthritis, (II) able to give informed consent, (III) able to return for follow-up.

Patient exclusion criteria—(I) patients having advanced osteoarthritis in other lower-limb joint(s), (II) patients with a limb length discrepancy requiring a shoe-raise.

Radiographic views

Each patient had two radiographs preoperatively; one radiograph was the novel HKA radiograph (modified HKA) and the other was the standard HAV (14).

For obtaining the standard HAV, the method described by Cobey et al. (15) and Saltzman et al. (14) was implemented. This essentially involved directing the X-ray beam behind the ankle in a posterior to anterior direction with 20-degree downward tilt to the floor. The X-ray detector/cassette was placed in a similar 20-degree inclination so that the detection film was perpendicular to the direction of the beam.

For obtaining hindfoot visualization in an HKA AP radiograph, we first analysed the conventional HKA radiograph and noticed that it usually extended distally until the talus (see Figure 1A,B).

We developed a modified HKA radiograph with the aim to include the entire hindfoot. We achieved this by elevating the platform on which the patient stands. This effectively led to the radiographic view extending further distally to include the calcaneus. In view of the elevated height, hand-bars were designed for health and safety reasons (see Figure 2A,B). For both the radiographs, lower limb and foot position was standardized to avoid excessive internal or external rotation.

Initial trial for feasibility showed that the modified HKA radiograph provided good hindfoot visualization without hindering normal visualization of the entire lower limb from the top acetabulum to the bottom distal leg. Although the extent of hindfoot visualization varied from case to case, the radiographic shadow of medial border of calcaneum was distinctly appreciable in all cases. Hence, we explored to see if we could use this medial border as a landmark to measure tibio-calcaneal angles while comparing the two radiographic views.

Radiographic measurements

Determining the axis of tibia was straightforward in both radiographic views (modified HKA and HAV). We used the method described by Saltzman et al. (14) for determining the tibial axis in both our modified HKA and the standard hindfoot axial views by identifying mid-diaphyseal axis of tibia using two mid-diaphyseal points at 10 and 15 cm above the medial tibial plafond.

Determining a reproducible landmark in the hindfoot was more challenging. This is evident from the disagreements in the various methods described in the literature. When Saltzman et al. originally described the hindfoot axial view, he cautioned that using the mid-axis line of calcaneus can lead to unreliable measurements (14). He instead used a lead strip in each radiograph to define the floor and identified the most inferior point of calcaneus (closest to the lead strip). Perpendicular distance of this point from the tibial axis highlighted the extent of hindfoot varus or valgus deformity (14). This method has been criticized by Reilingh et al. for not being able to provide a quantitative angle that might be more desirable for planning corrective treatment (13). Reilingh et al. instead used 40–60% division as described by Robinson et al. (16) to identify mid-diaphyseal axis of calcaneus. However, in addition to

Figure 1 Radiograph (A) and setup (B) for conventional HKA radiograph.
the Saltzman’s pre-existing criticism against using mid-axis, Reilingh et al. also discovered that the relatively short projected height of calcaneus (due to shorter inclination angle of the beam of only 20 degrees) could possibly lead to measurement errors if Robinson method was utilized (13). In fact, Reilingh et al. found measurements in HAV to be less reliable than those obtained at 45-degree inclination angle long axial view (which produces a more elongated image of calcaneus). Finally, Neri et al. have described a line through the most distal point of calcaneus to a point where tangent of talar dome intersects tibial axis to calculate hindfoot alignment in HAV (12).

Since the main goal of our study was to compare the modified HKA with HAV, and because of significant variation in literature on which method to use to calculate alignment in hindfoot, we explored to find an anatomical landmark that was easily visible and not distorted or superimposed in both the views (modified HKA and HAV). After the initial phase comparing various landmarks, we decided to use the radiographic shadow of medial calcaneal border.

Hindfoot alignment was measured in the standard HAV by first drawing a line along the vertical axis of calcaneus, parallel to the distal medial cortex of calcaneus, and then measuring the angle between this line and the tibial mid-diaphyseal axis (see Figure 3).

For assessing tibiocalcaneal angle in the modified HKA view, the line through the tibia was the same along the anatomical axis of distal tibial diaphysis. Then the line through calcaneus was drawn along the shadow of medial cortex of calcaneus, and the angle between these two lines was measured (see Figure 4).

Two different experienced orthopedic surgeons measured the two sets of radiographs of each case and calculated the tibiocalcaneal angle. Interobserver variability between both the observers was examined by calculating intraclass correlation coefficient.

**Statistical analysis**

The alignment angle measured on the modified HKA radiograph was compared with the angle measured on the HAV radiograph using Bland Altman plots and limits of agreement. Based on conventional value of three degrees being used in most studies on knee arthroplasty mechanical axis alignment, it was decided that the limits of agreement were be within three degrees for the Modified HKA to provide an acceptable measure of hindfoot alignment.
Results

Tibiocalcaneal angles in modified HKA and HAV radiographs of all 48 cases were independently measured by both observers. Intraclass correlation coefficient between two observers was 0.94 for the tibiocalcaneal angle measurement in the modified HKA radiographs and 0.87 for the same angle in HAV radiographs. Scores between 0.75 to 1 is normally considered to be excellent agreement.

For further calculations and comparisons, average of the measurements obtained by the two observers for each angle was utilized. Then angle measurements of both views were compared using Related Sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test and there was no significant difference between the two measurements (P=0.207). On plotting the two values in X and Y axis, a good correlation was observed with Spearman’s Rho coefficient 0.892 (see Figure 5).

Bland Altman plot (see Figure 6) showed most values within 3-degree agreement and all values within +3.67 to −3.08 degrees, suggesting reasonable clinical agreement between the two methods. The mean difference between the angle measured between the new modified HKA and standard HAV was only 0.297 degrees with a standard deviation of 1.69 degrees.

Discussion

We started this study to explore a simple question—can we modify HKA radiograph to include a reasonable assessment of hindfoot in it? As highlighted in detail in the introduction section of this manuscript, this question was driven by multiple recent evidences of hindfoot alignment either being affected or causing problems in surgical procedures proximal to the ankle joint (5-8). In view of these evidences, we argue that there is a need for taking hindfoot alignment into consideration while assessing hip-knee-ankle mechanical axis in view of these new developments. While foot and ankle surgeons currently have many standardized radiographic methods to assess hindfoot in isolation, there is no method to be used by hip and knee surgeons to analyze simultaneously the entire limb and the hindfoot in the same and unique pre-operative X-rays planning. Developing a method to assess hindfoot alignment from the HKA Radiographs may offer two major benefits. First, it would allow calculation and assessment of hindfoot alignment in patients undergoing TKR without the need for any special or additional radiographic views. Second, this could be potentially help in devising a mechanical alignment of lower limb as a whole in future; which would summate hindfoot alignment to the ‘conventional mechanical axis’ extending...
from the hip center to center of ankle mortise. There are also evidences exploring role of hindfoot alignment in the lower limb degenerative arthropathies and arthroplasty scenarios (2,6). It was therefore worthwhile to have a method in place, to accurately assess and measure hindfoot alignment in a routine HKA radiograph.

In our modified HKA radiograph view, we have showed that it was possible to obtain weight-bearing hip-knee-ankle views including hindfoot, without sacrificing any loss in hip visualization. We have also demonstrated that the angles measured by the modified HKA radiographs view were in good correlation and reasonable clinical agreement of 3 degrees with the established standard hindfoot alignment views.

However, there are few limitations in our study. First, rotations of foot and lower limb may affect measurement of angle accurately. We have tried to standardize the method by ensuring anatomical landmarks (e.g., patella facing forward) being identical for all cases. However, there is always a potential for error, although this is not unique to our method, and this remains inherent even in the standard HKA radiographs (17-19). Second, we have excluded patients with limb-length discrepancies, and with multiple joint arthritis, from our study. Therefore, we are unable to predict how the angles will behave in such patients.

Finally, our method to use a line parallel to medial border of calcaneus, although justified by us in the methods section of this manuscript, is not yet standardized by other studies in the literature.

In view of these limitations listed above, we will not extrapolate our findings to currently advocate our modified HKA radiograph as a replacement to pre-existing standardized hindfoot radiographic views for complex foot and ankle pathologies until further validation from peers. Nevertheless, we are confident in recommending our modified HKA radiograph instead of the conventional HKA radiograph view for pre-operative alignment assessment in patients undergoing lower-limb arthroplasty or osteotomies around the knee. We think this will provide significant information regarding hindfoot to lower limb orthopedic surgeons with no apparent loss to their standard pre-operative planning.

There are many unanswered questions about relationship between varus/valgus in hindfoot with varus/valgus in knee, and how these alignments change before and after arthroplasty. We think this is going to be a field of active research.
Conclusions
The new modified HKA radiograph is a reasonable alternative to the hindfoot alignment view for assessment of tibiocalcaneal angle and hindfoot alignment. This allows us to measure hindfoot alignment without needing additional radiographs in patients who would otherwise need two separate radiographs—one for hindfoot and another for lower limb. As the entire femur and tibia is accessible in the same radiograph, there is no loss in ease of pre-operative planning for lower limb arthroplasty/alignment procedures, and a potential gain in creating a dataset for further research into the mechanical axis of the entire lower limb including the hindfoot alignment component.
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